
 
 
 

 
    

 

 

 

   

   



Instructions for completion of a Cross-border credit transfer order in EUR for the European Economic Area with 
value date TOM (next business day) 

The payment order must be filled in block letters, in English or Bulgarian, transliterated in Latin script. 
 Important! When completing the form on a computer should be used version of Adobe Reader application not lower than 11.0.0. 

  

 
  

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
  

 
  

  
 
 

II. Beneficiary Customer 
11. Name: Fill in the name of the beneficiary. The data must be filled in by the customer and the bank employee can provide assistance. 
12. Address: Fill in the exact address of the beneficiary. 
13. IBAN: Fill in the IBAN of the beneficiary. When no IBAN is indicated, the transfer order will be rejected. 
14. Details of Payment: Indicate the details for making the payment. 
 

 

 
  

 

 

Fields  7, 9, 11 and 13 are obligatory and must be filled in by the customer. The employee may also provide assistance when the other 
fields are filled in. The characters for filling in the fields are limited in number in accordance with international SWIFT standards. 
 

The payment order must be completed in accordance with the requirements of the effective currency legislation under the following conditions:

I. Ordering Customer
1. Name: Fill in the exact name of the legal entity or full name of the individual.
2. ID Number: Fill in the BULSTAT for legal entities and, if it is registered in another country, the name, registration number or other 
identification number under which it is entered in the respective register of the other country or Personal ID Number/Foreigner's 
Personal ID Number for residents and date of birth for non-residents.
3. Phone: Fill in a telephone number.
4. Address: Fill in the address of the legal entity or individual.
5. Legal representative/Proxy (Name and Personal Number): Fill in the name and Personal ID Number of the person authorized by the 
account holder to execute the order.
6. Currency: EUR
7. Amount (in figures): Indicate the amount of the transfer in figures. The data must be filled in by the customer.
8. Exchange rate: In case of an ordered transfer with an agreed exchange rate by the customer, fill in this field
9. Amount (in words): Indicate the amount of the transfer in words. The data must be filled in by the customer.
10.  Ordering  customer's  account: Fill  in  the  IBAN  number  of  the  ordering  customer's  account.  In  case  of  an  ordered  transfer  with  a 
team deposit account, indicate the relevant technical account of the bank in this field (to be filled in by a bank employee).

15.  Urgent  processing  (taking  into  account  the  cut-off  time): In  case  of  an  ordered  transfer  with  a  request  for  urgent  processing,
depending on the hour of  submission of the order,  mark  with an "X" before or after the cut-off time, respectively  for acceptance of 
transfers for current processing. The fee is additionally paid according to the Tariff for legal entities, or private individuals respectively.
16. Legislative requirements according to the Measures against Money Laundering Act: Describe the origin of the funds subject to this 
transfer for amounts above EUR 15 000 equivalent. In the case of agreements, including the donation agreements, the type, number (if 
applicable), date of signature or signature must be specified, as well as information regarding the parties that the agreement was 
concluded between signed or issued the documents;
When indicating a legacy, the year in which it was acquired must be specified as well as information regarding the testator or testator; In 
the case of savings, the period during which they have been accumulated must be specified, as well as information about their source 
and in the case of indicating an income from commercial or work activity as well as another non-specific source, generated as well as 
information concerning the employer or contraparties must be specified.
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